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RESEARCH CONTEXT

The recent evolution of the DNA sequencing technologies has lowered the sequencing cost. The increased availability of sequenced
genomes prompted their application over a wide range of fields,
such as personalized medicine, biomedical research [13] and forensics [11]. This contributed to a world-wide distribution of genomic
sequenced data and raised the need for sharing and collaboration.
The requirement of more complete and significant datasets drove
the research community to work towards a distributed genomic
ecosystem. The e-biobanking vision describes a secure federated
environment where all the participants communicate and share
their genomic data [4].
However, storing and sharing genomic data raises privacy challenges, since the human genome carries personal identifiable information. The described attacks on genomic data [7, 8, 14], highlighted the need for strong privacy protection mechanisms, and
made the research community aware of the necessity of developing
more efficient privacy protection methods [17].
In order to work toward a distributed genomic ecosystem and
tackle the privacy challenges, partial privacy-preserving solutions
for very specific applications have emerged in the last years. Although privacy-preserving solutions have been developed [2, 10,
15], there are still unsolved challenges, such as, but not limited
to: (i) impossibility to provide both privacy protection and high
performance, since protective methods are slower than the high
performance methods, which require plaintext information [15, 16];
(ii) data protection is limited, since privacy protecting methods (e.g.
cryptography-based methods) usually can be broken in a shorter
time than genomic data privacy requires [9]; (iii) data utility, since
many cryptographic methods allow limited operations on the encrypted data, which can impair the data utility [3].
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GENOMIC WORKFLOW

The traditional genomic workflow consists of two main steps: sequencing, and analysis. On the sequencing step the biological samples (e.g. blood sample) are translated in sequences of nucleotides
(i.e., A, T, C, G) called reads. During the analysis step the reads are
first aligned to a reference genome to determine their position, and
then a variant calling step is performed. More particularly, variant
calling consists on aligning the reads to the locations they belong
and observe if they contain different nucleotides at some location

(see Fig. 1(a), step on the right). In Fig. 1(a), on the variant calling
step, the letters in red represent the variants, which differ from the
reference (sequence in bold). After the variant calling step, the results obtained are used for different studies to obtain the biological
insights.
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RESEARCH GOALS

Our research consists in transforming the traditional genomic data
workflow in a distributed system design, suitable for a federated
environment, and fully privacy-preserving. So far, we focused on
the introduction of privacy-preserving methods from the earliest
steps – directly after the sequencing – and we evaluated how to
perform alignment and variant calling while protecting reads privacy. Our research intends to take into account the properties of the
reads produced either by the previous or the most recent sequencing technologies, enabling a general application of the developed
methods.
The goals of our work can be summarized as follows:
• Introduce privacy-preserving methods in an early stage of
the analysis workflow by classifying the sequenced reads by
sensitivity level.
• Develop a sensitivity classification which can be adapted to
the sequences used in different studies.
• Allow the adaptation of the privacy-preserving conditions
and methods to the different sensitivity levels.
• Design of a privacy-preserving distributed analysis scheme
where data is stored at multiple locations and its analysis
do not leak each participant information (e.g. identity). The
main focus is to allow alignment and variant calling steps.
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RESEARCH DESIGN

The proposed approach consists in the inclusion of privacy-preserving
methods in the traditional genomic reads analysis workflow.
Fig. 1(b) introduces the privacy-preserving genomic reads analysis workflow we propose, whose novelties are the introduction
of a sensitivity-aware filtering step after the sequencing step and
a distributed analysis scheme. The filtering step consists on the
classification of the reads among different sensitivity levels according to the information they contain. This classification allows the
adaptation of the storage conditions and of the algorithms applied
to the privacy protection the reads of each sensitivity levels need.
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Figure 1: Traditional analysis workflow vs privacy-preserving proposed approach.
(a) Traditional analysis workflow. In this scheme data is analysed using plaintext algorithms. (b) Privacy-preserving proposed approach. The
proposed scheme introduces a sensitivity-aware filtering step and then adapts the analysis (e.g. alignment and variant calling) algorithms to
the sensitivity levels.
The distributed analysis scheme assumes the reads are stored across
multiple locations and allows their analysis without high data transmission costs, since the data do not need to be transferred between
different locations. The plan is to transmit only statistics and metadata which do not leak personal details. Our distributed scheme
also includes methods to preserve the identity of the reads.

ONGOING RESULTS
Long reads filtering: Our research developed a long reads filtering
approach based on a previously published filter for 30-bases reads
which classifies the reads into privacy-sensitive and non-privacysensitive information [5]. Our approach has a higher accuracy than
the previous filter: less privacy-sensitive nucleotides missed, and
less non-privacy-sensitive nucleotides wrongly classified. We also
studied the effect of the presence of errors on the reads, and we
showed that iterating the filtering process helps on tolerating errors
(with 2% of errors we detect 86% of the sensitive nucleotides present
on the reads, instead of 56% using the previous filter [5]). The output
of our filter are reads where the privacy-sensitive information is
masked.
Sensitivity levels: Our research also focused on the definition
of sensitivity levels based on quantitative (e.g. allele frequency) and
qualitative (e.g. disease susceptibility). We studied the links between
data in different sensitivity levels and we showed that locating all
the linked information on the observed highest level prevents information inference between different levels. Using the long reads
filtering approach developed to make the classification of the reads
into sensitivity levels, we present an example of three sensitivity

levels and studied the proportion of an individual’s genome in each
level. The results showed that 5% of the reads in the genome have
very high sensitivity, 23% have high sensitivity and the remaining
72% have low sensitivity. To summarize, the levels can be adapted to
the properties of each data analysis and/or user priorities. Furthermore, different sensitivity levels correspond to different needs of
protection, i.e. highly sensitive data requires higher protection (e.g.
crypto-based algorithms), while least sensitive data can be analysed
using usual protection levels. Therefore, with the presented classification we adapt the privacy protection to each level of sensitivity
while improving analysis performance.

ONGOING RESEARCH
Privacy leaks from reads: Understanding how much information
a set of reads can leak is important to adjust the protective measures
ensuring the required privacy. Differently from previous work focused on genomic data protection after reads analysis, we focus on
the study of privacy risks of raw reads, before they are analysed. We
consider reported privacy attacks on genomic data [7, 8, 14] which
were performed on processed data (e.g. SNPs, genotypes) and adapt
their application for raw reads. We also explore previous work on
defining the number of genomic variations (e.g. SNPs) needed to
uniquely identify an individual to better understand which information is and is not unique for an individual [12]. For example,
disease related regions of the genome leaks more information about
an individual and they might contribute to his/her identification.
The goal is to define the amount of sensitive information a set of
reads contains and which other information can we obtain exploring
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data linkages. To reach our goal, we plan to follow the state of the art
variant calling process in order to obtain the sensitive information
and then explore inference methods to obtain further information.
Distributed variant calling: Working toward the e-biobanking
vision [4] which describes data distributed over multiple data centers (i.e., reads here), the goal is to develop a distributed system
which enables the analysis of the reads without transmitting them
between centers. Some distributed systems for biomedical data have
been created, however more work is needed in this field [1, 6]. The
first step on this topic is to understand the requirements of research
community (e.g. statistics, functionalities, algorithms) in order to
improve studies completeness. Afterwards, we plan to enable the
release of analysis statistics while ensuring that one center is not
able to learn about other centers data, thus enabling the implementation of coalitions of non-mutually trusting partners with common
objectives.
This topic includes: (i) studying secure multi-party computations for data exchange between data centers; (ii) defining of the
information that is secure to share between different centers; (iii)
defining of the communication protocol; (iv) studying the existing
data protection methods and selecting the most adequate for our
data requirements.
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